
 

Cheatsheet: 
 

 
 
 
There are only 2 problems you can face with eCommerce 
Facebook ads: 
 
1. Ads. So your ads AREN’T good enough to get you conversions 
at an acceptable cost. 
 
2. Funnel. Your funnel isn’t converting well enough OR it has a 
bottleneck in your conversion process. 
 
YOUR SUCCESS 
 



 

 
 
Ideally you want both funnel and ads to perform on a very 
profitable level. 
 
BUT sometimes with a highly converting funnel, you can mess up 
a lot of things on Facebook ads front: Targeting, bidding, weak 
creative, etc. but with a strong funnel (means converting at 
5-10%+), you will still be profitable. 
 
Always setup this view to see the performance of your ads/funnel 
 on a scale:  
https://www.alexfedotoff.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/CHEC
KLIST_-How-to-setup-an-Ultimate-View-Facebook-dashboard.pdf 
First, we’ll focus on how to create amazing ads. 
 
In 2019, the Facebook ads space is extremely competitive. There 
are 6MM+ advertisers all fighting for the same placements to 
show ads to the same people.  
 
SO YOUR ADS need to be very good. And by good, I mean 
highly engaging and resonating with people.  
 
When creating ads, you MUST remove all your personal 

https://www.alexfedotoff.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/CHECKLIST_-How-to-setup-an-Ultimate-View-Facebook-dashboard.pdf
https://www.alexfedotoff.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/CHECKLIST_-How-to-setup-an-Ultimate-View-Facebook-dashboard.pdf


 

attachments to the results of your ads testing.  
 
You judge and optimize by numbers more than anything else. 
Whether you like the creative/ad/product etc OR not id it’s 
profitable, allocate more budget and try to scale it.  
 
 If it’s not profitable, you need to kill it. 
 
With most of my accounts, I optimize based on KPI’s ( Key 
performance indicators).  
 
My main KPI’s I use for optimization or managing my campaigns 
profitable are: 
 
1. Breakeven point ( cost per purchase). 
OR 
2. Breakeven ROAS. 
 
The breakeven point is used when you have 1 product and you 
know exactly how much you can spend to acquire customer for 
that product. I DON’T want to spend more than I can afford to 
acquire 1 customer. 
 
CALCULATION FOR BREAKEVEN POINT: 
 
Breakeven point = Your selling price - product cost - shipping cost 
- fees/ commissions/ apps/ admin/ staff/ refunds/ chargebacks / 
discounts  ( I typically make it 15% to be safe) 
 



 

Example: 
 
Breakeven point = Your selling price ($25) - product cost ($5) - 
$2 (shipping cost) - 15% = 25 - 5 - 2 - 3.75 (15% of $25) = 14.25 
 
SO you can only spend $14.25 to get a sale in this case. NOW 
this is in case people buy 1 product only. Typically with ecom 
businesses people buy upsells/ cross-sells etc. OR they buy more 
than 1 product. On average in my experience people buy 1.2-1.4 
products.  
 
So that will impact your BREAKEVEN POINT  (you will be able to 
spend more to advertise and maintain profitability) but you can 
start with the above calculation as a starting point. 
 
In case you see you are selling $25 item and the average order 
value is $35, you can find out a multiplier: 35/25 = 1.4 
 
And then use that multiplier to calculate your new breakeven 
point.  
$14.25 *1.4 = $19.95 
 
So in this case, if you have adset that spent $19,95 and had no 
sales, I would shut down ads for it on ad level. Or if it had higher 
CPA than $19.95 on average in the last 3 days, I would kill it. 
 
 
Overall the MORE you can spend on acquiring a customer, the 
higher you can scale your ads. With more ad spend, the ROAS 



 

typically lowers and CPA (cost per purchase) increases.  
 
 
That’s why your ability to scale will come down to your 
BREAKPOINT number. 
 
 
2. BREAKEVEN ROAS. Breakeven ROAS could be used to 
optimize ads more effectively. As for example some adsets might 
bring you a person who buys 1 item at $25, and another adset 
might bring you a $100 buyer.  With ROAS you can easily 
manage all of these adsets effectively especially if there are a lot 
of them. 
 
Example of a view that shows your the ROAS: 
 



 

 
 
To setup your Facebook ads dashboard properly refer to this 
guide: 



 

https://www.alexfedotoff.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/CHEC
KLIST_-How-to-setup-an-Ultimate-View-Facebook-dashboard.pdf 
 
 
Breakeven ROAS calculation:  
 
BREAKEVEN ROAS = Your Selling Price / Breakeven Point 
 
So in the example above BREAKEVEN ROAS = Your Selling 
Price ($25) / Breakeven Point ($14.25) = 1.75X  
 
 
So anything below 1.75 would be a potential loss to us SO we 
have to optimize accordingly. 
 
So now we have KPI’s to observe let’s get to how to GET TO 
these KPI’s and advertise profitably.  
 
SO ADS is the first part of a puzzle. 
 
In my experience ADS SHOULD BE WITHIN THIS RANGE of 
performance: 
 
CTR link > 3% 
CPC link < $1  
 
If you are running videos, videos with an average watch time of 
10 seconds or more will do very well in my experience. 
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Because FB values user experience and engagement, it will 
reward advertisers who keep the user on a platform for longer 
with their videos. So those videos with average watch time of 10 
seconds or more will get the preference from FB in the auction/ 
lower costs etc.  
 
WIN for FB as they care about user experience, WIN for you as 
you can scale your ads to the moon profitably. Average watch 
time is NOT the only factor though. It only makes sense in 
combination with other metrics. 
 
HIGH CTR link is a good indication the offer resonates with the 
audience and people want to see more details for it. 
 
If your ads aren’t profitable according to your KPI’s ( Breakeven 
point or breakeven ROAS) you can evaluate other 3 important 
metrics: 



 

 

 
 
Quality / engagement and conversion. You can find more details 
on it here: 
https://www.alexfedotoff.com/demystifying-facebook-algorithm/ 
 
Basically this is how you compare to other advertisers on FB and 
ideally, you want to be above average in all 3 categories 

https://www.alexfedotoff.com/demystifying-facebook-algorithm/


 

(engagement/ conversion /quality) if possible. 
 
 
SO THIS is for ads.  
 
When I would review for example this ad account:  

 
 
Breakeven ROAS is 1.7 so we are very profitable here. 
 
And ads are performing decently. Unique CTR link is 4.09% on 
average, Unique Link Click is a bit higher than $1 (1.07) but we 
can handle that.  
 
So overall it looks good.  
 
BUT WITH THIS ONE: 



 

 

 
 
 
It doesn’t look good.  
 
CPC link of $2.77.  
CTR link of 1.79 
 
We can clearly say ads aren’t good enough.  
 
SO we need to do a better job on ads side: 
- Test new creatives (videos and images) 
- Test new angles 
- Experiment with targeting 
 
Please watch the full review on this ad account here:  
 
https://www.loom.com/share/6e1e2b1b7e3341e1b947bf7205987f
51 
 
So to wrap up on ads part: 
 

https://www.loom.com/share/6e1e2b1b7e3341e1b947bf7205987f51
https://www.loom.com/share/6e1e2b1b7e3341e1b947bf7205987f51


 

IF YOU aren’t profitable AND: 
 
Your CPC link >$1 
Your CTR link is <3% 
 
YOU NEED TO WORK on your ads to make THEM 
EXCEPTIONAL. 
 
3 main things you can test here to get better results with your ads: 
 
1. Video creative. Must be dynamic and show the product benefits 
for a user. 
2. Ad copy/ angle. Save time/ money/ become more attractive etc. 
Please watch video on angles in MODULE #2. 
3. First 5 seconds of the video. Must be captivating and grab the 
attention. 
4. Thumbnails of the video.  
 
 
Please watch bonus section on video content creation 
 
TEST 4 video creatives to start with and find a winner.  
 
You can find a winner using CREATIVE REPORTING on account 
level: 
 



 

 
 
Once you see the winner ad, test it with 4 different marketing 
angles/ad copy 
 
Once you find winning creative + angle, you can test different first 
5 seconds of that creative to increase CTR link and lower CPC 
link. 
 
Once we find winning creative + angles + 5 seconds, you can test 
4 different thumbnails for that ad. 
 
 
 
SO THINK ABOUT IT AS ROUNDS OF TESTING. Most people 
fail with advertising because they stop testing.  
 
Obviously on each stage, you should be either profitable or at 
least get some promising results in order to justify farther testing.  
 
Each product we sell is validated by the marketplace, so we just 
need to find a way to sell it. 
 
 



 

FUNNEL 
 
Funnel in my perspective, not just CLICKFUNNELS funnel as is 
BUT the sales process from the moment users goes to your 
website to the moment they buy. 
 
There are a few stages in the funnel: 
 
1. The ratio of link clicks to content views. This will show you if 
there is a big dropoff from people who click on your Fb ads and 
people who actually land on the website.  
 
ACCEPTABLE KPI: 10% dropoff 

 



 

 
So let’s say if you had 1000 lick clicks it’s ok to get 900 content 
views. BUT if it’s less, most likely you have an issue with website 
loading speed.  
 
So that’s first step. 
 
 
2nd step is the ratio of content views to add to carts.  
 
ACCEPTABLE KPI: 10% ratio 
 
In this example: 



 

 

 
 
Out of 485 content views, we’ve had 34 add to carts. Which 
means 34/485 = 7% 
 
This is below our KPI and typically is hard to make it work 
profitably.  



 

 
To increase ATC ratio you need to improve your product pages 
with the images/ description or lower the price (whatever is 
applicable in your situation). 
 
If your product costs $15 you probably can’t lower the price, so 
you either work on the product description/page or drop the 
product and switch to another one. 
 
Then you have the ratio of ATC to initiate checkout 
 
There is another drop off there, typically 20-50%. 
 
And the initiate checkout to PURCHASE. 10-30% dropoff.  
 
Typically 60-70% of people who ADD TO CART (ATC) abandon 
their carts, it’s quite normal. If you get 15-40% of ATC to complete 
PURCHASE and YOU ARE PROFITABLE, you are doing well. 
Like in this example: 
 
 



 

 
 
8560 add to carts, 1456 purchases.  
 
1456/8560 = 17% complete purchase ratio.  
 
83% cart abandonment rate. 
 
This is on a higher side, but with this project, we don’t use 
discount codes so margins are quite high and we are profitable. 
 



 

We could push it harder with card abandonment discounts, even 
calling up people who abandoned their carts to drop this ratio 
from 83% to 60-70% cart abandonment.  
 
 
Please watch this: 
https://www.loom.com/share/d6ddf0afc58a461baacade9688daf54
b 
 
So to wrap up:  
1. Establish your KPI’s and BE point. 
2. Setup a proper FB ads dashboard view 
https://www.alexfedotoff.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/CHEC
KLIST_-How-to-setup-an-Ultimate-View-Facebook-dashboard.pdf 
 
3. Identify what metrics you need to hit to be profitable with each 
specific product: Conversion rate/ CTR link, CPC link, ATC rate. 
 
4. Review your metrics from the ad level to content view to ATC to 
PUR. See where the dropoff is happening and fix it. 
 
5. Constantly learn/repeat and adjust metrics aiming for high FB 
ads standards (CPC link of 3%+, CPC of $1 or less) so you can 
be competitive in the auction and scale.  
 
6. View ads and funnel in a context BUT when breaking down 
performance, break it into smaller consumable KPI’s (CTR/ CPC/ 
ATC etc) so you can see the weakest link and focus your 
attention there.  

https://www.loom.com/share/d6ddf0afc58a461baacade9688daf54b
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